Calculation Methods
The Bee Informed Partnership
Average Loss (AL) is the mean % of the total colony loss experienced by respondents in a defined group
over a defined period of time. Average Loss was calculated by dividing the summed total colony loss of
respondents within a specified group by the number of respondents in that group (N) and then
multiplying the quotient by 100%.
Average Lossi = (∑TLi)/Ni x100%
Total Colony Loss (TL) is the percentage of colonies lost in a specific group over a fixed period of time.
Total Colony Loss in an operation or in a defined group was calculated by dividing the total number of
colonies that died over a given time period (Tdead) by the total number of colonies at risk of dying in a
given time period (TColonies at risk) and multiplying the quotient by 100%.
Total Lossi = (TDead in group i/TColonies at risk in group i) x 100%
Total number of colonies at risk of dying (TColonies at risk in group i) over a period was calculated by adding the
number of colonies at the start of the period (TStart) with the number of splits made by the beekeepers
over the period (TSplits) and the number of colonies purchased over the period (TPurchased) and then
subtracting the number of colonies removed (sold or given away) over the period (TRemoved).
Total number of colonies at risk of dying (TColonies at risk in group) = TStart +TSplits +TPurchased‐TRemoved.
Total number of colonies that died (TDead) was calculated by subtracting the total number of colonies at
the end of a period (TEnd) from the total number of colonies at risk of dying for the period (TColonies).
Total number of colonies that died (TDead) = TColonies – TEnd.
Period was the defined period of time for which colony loss was analyzed. There are three time periods
used in colony management survey results:
Winter Losses: October 1 – April 1.
Summer Losses: April 1 ‐ October 1.
Annual Losses: April 1 – April 1.
Respondents in a defined group are the group of respondents who responded to a specific question and
provided data that met quality checks. Inclusion in a group is by self‐report. Often, this data is
dichotomous (e.g., “Yes, I treated or used product X” or “No, I did not treat or use product X”).
Data Censuring: Responses were excluded from analysis because it was collected: 1) during survey test
period; 2) was from a non‐United States respondent; 3) was a duplicate response; 4) from a respondent

did not keep colonies during the survey period; 5) colony data were missing (i.e., creating an inability to
calculate TL); 6) colony data were invalid (i.e. losses were less 0% or greater than 100%).
Data Editing: Text entries were converted into numeric values when possible.
95% Confidence Interval (95% CI): A confidence interval expresses the precision of an estimate by
defining the interval around a point estimate. The confidence interval is the interval within which the
point estimate would fall 95 times if the population were sampled 100 times.
Generally, 95% confidence intervals were calculated by subtracting or adding 1.96 times the standard
error of the average loss from the point estimate for respondents from a defined group.
Results not reported: To protect confidentiality, data are not reported if there were 5 or fewer
respondents.
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